Trinity College Dublin’s Taught Masters (MPhil) in Contextual Theologies and Interfaith Relations explores how religious traditions articulate their identities over time and across space, borrow and re-shape philosophical and political ideas, address their own internal diversities, and engage with other religions and ideologies.

**MODULES INCLUDE**

- Religions, Politics and Ethics in a Pluralist World
- Reimagining Ecumenical Theology: Dialogue and Difference
- Liberationist and Interreligious Theologies
- Issues in Buddhist-Christian Dialogue
- Muslim God, Christian God: Islam and Muslim-Christian Comparative theology
- Engaging Religious Fundamentalism
- Religions, Conflict, and Peace in International Relations
- Nature, Grace and Place: Theology, Maps and Territories
- Research and Methods in Contextual Theologies and Interfaith Relations

**CONTEXTUAL THEOLOGIES AND INTERFAITH RELATIONS**

Students probe pressing questions of our day about the prospects and legacies of faith’s complex relationships with social class, caste, race, ethnicity, nationhood, gender, sexuality and ecology. Modules draw on a range of critically engaging scholarly perspectives – including constructive theologies, contextual, ecumenical and interreligious theologies; liberation, feminist, queer, and peace theologies; historical theology and theological anthropology; Buddhist, Hindu, Islamic and Jewish Studies; postcolonial and postmodern critical theories; politics; sociology; and ethics.

**HOW TO APPLY**

This taught Masters course may be studied full-time over 12 months, or part-time over 24 months. It is also possible to study for a Postgraduate Diploma in Contextual Theologies and Interfaith Relations over the same time periods.

For more details please visit: [https://www.tcd.ie/religion/postgraduate/ctir](https://www.tcd.ie/religion/postgraduate/ctir) or email [srpostgrad@tcd.ie](mailto:srpostgrad@tcd.ie)

Applications are made online: [https://www.tcd.ie/courses/postgraduate/courses/contextual-theologies-and-interfaith-relations-mphil--pgraddip/](https://www.tcd.ie/courses/postgraduate/courses/contextual-theologies-and-interfaith-relations-mphil--pgraddip/)
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